CS 121 Discussion Problems
Week D (April 13 – April 19, 2015)

1. Understanding of assignment and exercise problems
   • assignment: Markov Model of Natural Languages
   • programming exercise: LinkIt

2. Solutions and challenges for prior exercise problems: MonkeyTraverse, MonkeyAddEnd, FrequencyTable

3. BST problems: [Princeton Precept Problems on BSTs](#), also linked from the cs121 exercise page

4. Textbook exercise 4.4.[38, 39]

5. Additional problems for self-study and/or group discussions:
   • trace the keys() method (from the Princeton slides, also on the handout used in class on Friday, April 10) over the BST given in the first problem of the Princeton BST precept worked sheet used earlier.
   • book exercises 4.4.[15, 35, 40, 41]